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Abstract:
Along with the increasing demand on improving
power quality i.e generally defined as any change
in power (voltage, current, or frequency) that
interferes with the normal operation of electrical
equipment, the most popular technique that has
been used is Active Power Filter (APF); This is
because Passive filters performance is limited to a
few harmonics and they can introduce resonance in
the power system. Passive filters are larger
component sizes and therefore Costs high. So APF
can easily eliminate unwanted harmonics, improve
power factor and overcome voltage sags and
eliminate any harmonic frequencies. This paper
will discuss and analyze the simulation result for a
three-phase three wire shunt active power filter
using MATLAB program. This simulation will
implement a non-linear load, to compensate line
current harmonics under balanced and unbalance
loads. As a result of the simulation, it is found that
an active power filter is the better way to reduce
the total harmonic distortion (THD). Improvement
of Power quality is major concern in the field of
power supply. Various methods have been adapted
towards the improvement of power quality. Trend
of improving it by using active power filter has
been increased in recent years because of its
simplicity. In this paper we have used the p-q
reference theory as controller to control the output
of active power filter to delete the harmonics and to
compensate the power factor, PI controller is used
to maintain almost constant value under transient
and steady state condition. The harmonics
occurred due to non linear load which draw
current in abrupt manner rather than smooth way
leads to create distorted signal on source side on
the line which affect the other customers on the
same line.
Keywords: APF, PWM converter, THD, Power
Quality.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION:
A harmonic is a component of a periodic
wave having a frequency that is an integral
multiple of the fundamental power line
frequency of 60 Hz. Harmonics are the
multiple of the fundamental frequency.
Total harmonic distortion is the
contribution of all the harmonic frequency
currents to the fundamental. Decade ago
most of the device used are linear and
passive in nature have less number of non
linear load leads to less impact on the
quality of supplied power but In last few
years the trend has been changed the
electronics equipment has been taken
Place a very important role in our day to
day life whether it is our household mobile
adapter, computer, inverter, refrigerator or
commercial fax machine, Xerox machine,
printer, PLC’s, power electronic convertor
device or other various non –linear
devices, With addition to that various
power electronic devices like convertors
are used (in adjustable speed drives, switch
mode power supplies, etc.) to increase the
efficiencies and power factor of wind,
solar, and other non-conventional sources
to improve the efficiency and ability of
system. Active filters has the less weights
and size ,no loading problem and cheaper
due to absence of heavy and costly
inductors and handling harmonics varies
between the specific frequencies. and
produce a non-linear voltage drop (Δv) in
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the line impedance, which distorts the load
voltage (vL).
Harmonics are the by-products of modern
electronics. They occur frequently when
there are large numbers of personal
computers
(single
phase
loads),
uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs),
variable frequency drives (AC and DC) or
any electronic device using solid state
power switching supplies to convert
incoming AC to DC. Non-linear loads
create harmonics by drawing current in
abrupt short pulses, rather than in a smooth
sinusoidal manner

The terms “linear” and “non-linear” define
the relationship of current to the voltage
waveform. A linear relationship exists
between the voltage and current, which is
typical of an across-the-line load. A nonlinear load has a discontinuous current
relationship that does not correspond to the
applied voltage waveform.
h = (n x p) ±1 where: n = an integer (1, 2,
3, 4, 5…)
p = number of pulses or rectifiers.
For example, using a 6 pulse rectifier, the
characteristic harmonics will be:
h = (1 x 6) ±1 5th &7th harmonics
h = (2 x 6) ±1 11th &13th harmonics
h = (3 x 6) ±1 17th &19th harmonics
Harmonic is defined as “a sinusoidal
component of a periodic wave or quantity
having a frequency that is an integral
multiple of the fundamental frequency”.
SHUNT ACTIVE FILTERS:
Nowadays, a shunt active filter is not a
dream but a reality, and many shunt active
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filters are in commercial operation all over
the world. Their controllers determine in
real time the compensating current
reference, and force a power converter to
synthesize it accurately. In this way, the
active filtering can be selective and
adaptive. In other words, a shunt active
filter can compensate only for the
harmonic current of a selected nonlinear
load, and can continuously track changes
in its harmonic content. The shunt active
power filter, with a self-controlled dc bus,
has a topology similar to that of a static
compensator (STATCOM) used for
reactive power compensation in power
transmission systems. Shunt active power
filters compensate load current harmonics
by injecting equal but opposite harmonic
compensating current. In this case the
shunt active power filter operates as a
current source injecting the harmonic
components generated by the load but
phase shifted by 1800.
They are two categories of active filter
such as single phase and three-phase.
Three-phase active filters may be with or
without neutral connection and single
phase active filters are used to compensate
power quality problems caused by singlephase loads such as DC power supplies.
Three-phase active filters are used for high
power nonlinear loads such as adjustable
speed drive (ASD) and Ac to DC
converters. Based on topologies, they are
two kinds of active filte rsuch as current
source and voltage source active filters.
Current source active filters (CSAF)
employ an inductor as the DC energy
storage device as shows in Fig. 1. In
voltage source active filter (VSAF), a
capacitor acts as the storage element
.VSAF are inexpensive, lighter, and easier
to control compare to CSAF . There are
types of connection that can be used for
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active filter such as shunt active filter,
series active filter, parallel active filter.
Harmonic currents are generated
mainly due to the presence of:
Nonlinear loads:
Harmonic voltages in the power system: A
nonlinear load draws a fundamental
current component ILF and a harmonic
current ILh from the power system. The
harmonic current ISh, is induced by the
source harmonic voltage VSh. A shunt
active filter can compensate both harmonic
currents ISh and ILh , however the principal
function of a shunt active filter is
compensation of the load harmonic current
ILh , this means that the active filter
confines the load harmonic current at the
load terminals, hindering its penetration
into the power system. For simplicity the
power system is represented only by an
equivalent impedance XL in Fig.1. If the
load harmonic current ILh, flows through
the power system, it produces an
additional harmonic voltage drop equal to
VT = XL * ILh, that further degenerates the
load terminal voltage VT. The principle of
shunt current compensation shown in
Fig.4.1 is very effective in compensating
harmonic currents of loads. However, a
shunt active filter that realizes this
principle of shunt current compensation
should also draw an additional harmonic
current in order to keep the load terminal
voltage sinusoidal and equal to VT = VSF –
XL * ILF. The harmonic voltage drop
appearing across the equivalent impedance
becomes equal to the source harmonic
voltage if VSh = XL * ISh. In this case, the
harmonic voltage components cancel each
other, so that the terminal voltage VT, is
kept sinusoidal.
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Fig. 1: A typical three-phase current
source active filter (CSAF)

Fig.2: A typical three-phase voltage
source (VSAF)

Fig.3. Diagram illustrating component
of shunt connected active filter with the
waveform show
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW:
JenoPaul P, (2011) The smaller Total
Harmonic
distortion the
harmonic
pollution in the power system will be
reduced and the power quality will be
increased. The proposed approach has
been tested and validated on the matrix
converter using Matlab/Simulink .The
Simulation results are shown to
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demonstrate the advantages of the
proposed scheme.
IRFAN ALI, (2016) The aim of this work
is to design shunt active filter to mitigate
and alleviate the harmonics and reactive
power issues with controller based on
different theories under unbalanced and
distorted regimes. In this paper a control
method for active power filter using Space
Vector
Pulse
Width
Modulation
(SVPWM) is compared with other control
techniques.
Aizad Khursheed, (2017) This paper
presents the performance of Shunt Hybrid
Active Power Filter (SHAPF) for power
quality improvement in terms of
harmonics
and
reactive
power
compensation,
and
power
factor
improvement in the distribution network
caused by nonlinear load. In the proposed
control method, the compensation process
is based on sensing of source currents
only.
3.0 METHODOLOGY:
PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY:
The p-q theory in Three-Phase, ThreeWire System:
This concept is very popular and, basically
consists of a variable transformation from
a, b, c, reference frame of the
instantaneous power, voltage, and current
signals to the α, β reference frame. The
transformation equations from the a, b, c,
reference frame to the α, β, 0 coordinates
can be derived from the phasor diagram
shown in Fig.4
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Figure 4: Transformation from the
phase reference system(a, b, c) to (α, β,
0) system
The instantaneous values of voltages and
currents in the α, β coordinates can be
obtained from the following equations, the
Clarke transformation and inverse Clarke
transformation of three phase generic
voltage given by, Similarly three phase
generic instantaneous line currents ia, ib, ic
can be transform on the αβ axis by This
transformation is valid if and only if Va(t)+
Vb(t)+ Vc(t) is equal to zero, and also if the
voltages are balanced and sinusoidal. The
instantaneous active and reactive power in
the αβ coordinates are calculated with the
following expressions The instantaneous
complex power is possible using the
instantaneous vectors of voltage and
current. The instantaneous complex power
is defined as the product of the voltage V
and the conjugate of the current vector i*,
given in the form of complex numbers.
INSTANTNEOUS POWER THEORY:
S=V* i* = (vα+jvβ)*( iα-jiβ) = (vα iα+ vβ
iβ)+ j(vβ iα- vα iβ)
From this active and reactive power
components are
p = vα iα+ vβ iβ
q = vα iβ - vβ iα
For systems that do not have a neutral
connection, the z ero sequence does not
exist and the mathematical equation will
be presented in matrix form

And
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From this active and reactive components
are
p = vα iα+ vβ iβ
q = vα iβ - vβ iα
The active and reactive powers in matrix
form is given below

Active and reactive powers can be
separated into two parts which are AC part
and DC part as shown below

These are the compensation current
injected by the shunt active filter to reduce
harmonics in three phase-three wire
systems.
4.0 SIMULATION RESULTS:
4.1
THREE
PHASE
SYSTEM
FEEDING A NONLINEAR LOAD:
The Below figure shows the line model of
Three phase THREE WIRE system
feeding Non-Linear load.
4.1.1 without shunt active power filter:

In order to get the DC part of the active
and reactive power, the signals need to be
filtered using low pass filter. The low-pass
filter will remove the high frequency
component and give the fundamental part.
Where is DC component of the
instantaneous power p is related to the
conventional fundamental active current.
is

the

ac

component

of

NONLINEAR LOAD MODEL

the

instantaneous power , it does not have
average value, and is related to the
harmonic currents caused by the ac
component of the instantaneous real power
is the dc component of the imaginary
instantaneous power q, and is related to the
reactive power generated by the
fundamental components of voltages and

Fig.5: Three Phase balanced Non-linear
Load model
4.1.2 OUTPUT WAVE FORMS
WITHOUT SHUNT ACTIVE FILTER
FOR THREE PHASE BALANCED
LOAD

currents.
is the ac component of the
instantaneous imaginary power q, and it is
related to the harmonic currents caused by
the ac component of instantaneous reactive
power.

The
final
compensating
currents
components in a, b, c reference frame in
terms of αβ given as
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(b)
Fig.6: Waveform of (a) Three Phase
voltage (b) Line Current without shunt
active filter for phase A
When the nonlinear load consists of an
uncontrolled three phase rectifier with an
inductance of 30 mH and a 60Ω resistor
connected in series on the dc side shows in
“Fig.6”. The line and load current wave
forms as shown above. The magnitude of
the distorted line current for phase -A is
10.26A and Total Harmonic Distortion of
the Phase load current is 29.53%.
4.1.3 THD ANALYSIS: For Balanced
Nonlinear Load:
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Fig.8: Three Phase System Feeding a
Non-linear Load with Shunt Active
Power Filter
The power circuit is a three-phase system
supplied by a sinusoidal balanced threephase 415V source with a source
inductance of 1 mH and a source
resistance of 0.1Ω . The inverter consists
of an Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor
(IGBT) bridge. On the dc side, 1500μF
capacitor is connected.
5.0 OUTPUT WAVE FORMS:

(a)

(b)

Fig.7: FFT Analysis for Phase-A Line
Current without APF
4.2 With a shunt active filter:
Three Phase-Three wire System a NonLinear Load with Shunt Active Power
Filter
(c)
Waveforms of
(a) Three Phase Line Voltage
(b) Line Current for phase A
(c) Harmonic current with shunt active
filter for phase A
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FFT ANALYSIS: For Phase-A Line
Current with shunt active filter:

5.1.2. (a)

Figure 9: FFT Analysis for Phase-A
Line Current with shunt active
Filter
When we connect a nonlinear balanced
load to the system the line and load current
wave forms after compensation i.e after
connecting shunt active filter as shown
above. The magnitude of the line current
for phase -A is 10.3A and Total Harmonic
Distortion of the Phase line current is
3.83%.
5.1 OUTPUT WAVE FORMS WITH
AND WITHOUT SHUNT ACTIVE
FILTER
FOR
THREE
PHASE
UNBALANCED LOAD
In this case, the three-phase load is built
with three single phase uncontrolled
rectifiers with inductors and resistors
connected in series at the dc side with the
values of a, b and c phase are “80, 3mH”
and “70Ω, 300mH” and “30Ω, 30mH”.

5.1.2. (b)
5.1.2 Waveforms are
(a) Three Phase Line Current with shunt
active filter
(b) Harmonic current with shunt active
Filter
THD ANALYSIS:
For Unbalanced Nonlinear Load without
active filter

(a)

Fig 10: Wave forms of Three Phase Line
Current without shunt active filter
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Fig.11: FFT Analysis for (a) Phase-A
Line Current (b) for Phase-B Line
Current
THD ANALYSIS: For Unbalanced
Nonlinear Load with active filter

(a)
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phase
B,
phase
C
are19.79A,19.47A,19.01A
and
Total
Harmonic Distortion of line currents of
Phases A,B,C are2.14%,1.85%,1.85%.
6.0 Conclusion:
Power quality management is the main
problem that the industry is facing today.
This is mainly affected by the generation
of harmonics. The growing use of
electronic equipment produces a large
amount of harmonics in distribution
systems because of non-sinusoidal currents
consumed by non-linear loads. The system
of Shunt Active Power Filter is proposed
in this work. Conventional way of
harmonics elimination by using passive
filter might suffer from parasitic problem.
It has been shown that three phase active
filter based on p-q theory can be
implemented for harmonic mitigation and
power factor correction. Harmonics
mitigation carried out by the active filter
was showed In this project and we clearly
calculate
the
Total
Harmonic
distribution(THD) with active filters and
without active filters.
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